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Class learning objectives

● Identify and explain who benefits and who is harmed by 
IMF and World Bank programs in borrower countries 

● Identify and explain who benefits and who is harmed by 
IMF and World Bank programs in creditor countries 



Argentina 2018

The value of the Argentine peso fell >25% this year



Why?

A perfect storm of international and domestic factors

Increase in US interest rates

Persistently high inflation 

Low (unusable) reserves



Even the weather is against Argentina

Argentina had to import soy from the US, which costs more with depreciation



$50 billion Stand-Arrangement, $15 billion available immediately 



First IMF program in 12 years



Do you support or oppose President Macri’s 
decision to seek an IMF program? Why?



IMF programs are not popular in Argentina 



IMF Programs were not popular in Greece either

In November 2011, the prime minister resigned.



Haiti 

Last month, Haitians rioted against conditions from the IMF.
The prime minister resigned.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ivDiTNMDRVc&vl=en 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ivDiTNMDRVc&vl=en


Is this a larger trend? 



IMF policies and domestic politics 

● The IMF usually asks for restrictive fiscal and monetary policies 
○ Conditions might be beneficial to long run economic growth 

○ Can hurt a large number of people in the short term 

○ Tie the government's hands to dole out favors 

● Domestic governments must maintain a minimum level of support 
○ IMF programs threaten this support

○ Threats can come from broad swaths of the population or specific groups 

● Do IMF policies affect political survival?



IMF/WB programs lead to government crises 
IMF/WB programs increase the risk of government crises 

● “any rapidly developing situation that threatens to bring the downfall of 
the present regime”

● World Bank structural loan received in the previous year increases the 
probability of a major government crisis by 5.4%

● IMF structural adjustment program in the previous year increases the 
probability of a major government crisis by 15.1% (less robust)

○ Effect is stronger in democracies 

○ Effect is from conditionality/advice rather than loan size



Casper 2017: membership in an IMF program can diminish a leader’s 
capacity to intervene in the economy and redistribute wealth

● Elites know that a diminished capacity to redistribute wealth will create 
winners and losers 

○ The government can no longer protect important groups 

● The  implementation of an IMF arrangement provides elites with 
information about their expected value of rents

○ If they are likely to be harmed -- incentives to raise a coup 

● IMF programs threaten elite interests

Who do threats come from? 



IMF programs lead to increased coups 
ut austerity

regimes are inherently unstable because they

depend on results to sustain themselves while

the same time generating elite factionalism and popular revolt 



IMF programs lead to increased coups 
ut austerity

regimes are inherently unstable because they

depend on results to sustain themselves while

the same time generating elite factionalism and popular revolt Effects are larger in non-democracies and in the first year of 
an IMF program



Microfoundations: non-elite interests

The microfoundations in recipient countries - who wins or loses more?

● IMF policies hurt many domestic groups
○ Public sector employees

○ Unemployed citizens

○ Poor citizens 

○ Younger citizens 

● IMF policies help a few domestic groups
○ Business and finance interests 

○ Citizens who need access to credit



Governments require the support 
of citizens to remain in office 

Greek Referendum 2015
High % of no votes from: 
● Young (18-24), Students 
● Unemployed 
● People experiencing great 

financial difficulty 
● Public sector employees

Domestic Politics in Greece 



But who’s fault is it? Still blame the government



People in creditor countries also have opinions 
about the IMF



Why is the IMF so political in the United States?

● The IMF helps support global economic stability 
○ But it costs money & diverts funds that could be used for domestic objectives

○ People benefit from economic stability unequally 

● Changes in US contributions to the IMF have to be approved by 
Congress 

○ Seek reelection, evaluate the position of their constituents about the IMF

● Broader political debates 
○ Should the US intervene? 

○ What should US influence look like? 



Major political debate from 2010-2015 

● IMF quota reform (Tuesday) had to be approved by the US 
Congress

○ http://www.financialservices.house.gov/calendar/eventsingle.aspx?EventID=3
29903

http://www.financialservices.house.gov/calendar/eventsingle.aspx?EventID=329903
http://www.financialservices.house.gov/calendar/eventsingle.aspx?EventID=329903


The IMF can:

● Advance US economic interests (larger, more stable export markets)
● Advance national security by protecting fragile states 
● Foster international influence 



The IMF can:

● Encourage moral hazard 
● Negatively impact the US’ international image  
● Be funded by US taxpayers 



US Congressmen have lots to say about the IMF

Huizenga  (R-MI): What metrics are we evaluating the IMF on?

Pearce (R-NM): Why are American taxpayers bailing out Greek 
taxpayers? 

Carney (D-DE): discussion of job creation and “cushion”

Mulvaney (R-SC): power over organizational quota imperative

https://youtu.be/eWs-cXOKjfI?t=29m59s
https://youtu.be/eWs-cXOKjfI?t=1h14m3s


Why do congressmen have so much to say?

How does IMF help constituencies? Does it help/hurt US jobs?
Traditionally, opinions have differed along party lines

● Democrats: Positive Role of IMF in mitigating crises that result from market failure

○ Larger markets create US jobs  

○ Generally supportive of international organizations 

● Republicans: Negative view of the “moral hazard” problem in the IMF 

○ Generally support smaller international organizations 

○ But…have strong ties to the banks and financial sector 



Legislators have to decide which constituent interests to represent. 
This is will depend on the size and makeup of their constituency.

● Broz (2011) analyzes congressional support for the IMF



More right-wing (within both parties) are less supportive of IMF quota increases 



Support for IMF quota increases has declined in the house

But why not the Senate? 



Support for IMF quota increases has declined in the house

But why not the Senate?
● House = smaller constituencies
● More sensitive to anti-IMF or 

anti-globalization sentiment 
● More sensitive to issues like the 

trade balance

The Senate is more insulated 
from pressure (larger 
constituencies)
● The President is the most 

insulated  



US microfoundations: Who wins or loses more?

Winners
○ Money center banks (Citibank, Bank of America, JP Morgan, etc). 

■ IMF bailouts provide de facto insurance to banks with risky loans 

■ Small group, can overcome the collective action problem 

○ IMF stabilizes the world economy 

■ High skilled workers benefit most from the US’ international activities 

Losers 
○ IMF stabilizes the world economy 

■ Low skilled workers have been hurt by the opening of the US economy



1990s Asian financial crisis 

To avoid the political process Clinton organized financial rescues for 
Mexico ($20 billion) and other Asian economies based on authority 
delegated to Secretary of the Treasury from Congress in 1934 to 
stabilize US Dollar in international financial markets

● Congress repeatedly voted against the Executive’s right to do so 
● Led by Bernie Sanders 



Sanders introduced legislation curtail executive 



Sanders Op-ed, 1997



Legislatures with more: 
● High skilled constituents are more likely to support bailouts 
● Donations from money center banks are more likely to support bailouts 
● Conservative ideology are less likely to support bailouts 
● Constituents from Korea, Mexico and Thailand (bailout recipients) are more 

likely to support bailouts 



Presidents have found a new way around the 
politics with currency Swaps (9/6)



US politics in 2018



Proposed funding cuts 2017



Increased capital 2018



Creditor country politics in Germany 
No more concessions Greece is to blame



Most German citizens opposed the Greek bailout 



German microfoundations
Losers
● Voters that expect international assistance to reduce the financial 

resources available for domestic assistance programs 

Winners
● Individuals with stock investments expect international financial rescue 

programs to stabilize financial markets

More complicated?
● Some individuals have stronger tendencies towards altruism 

● Some individuals are more cosmopolitan

○ More likely to support policies assisting other countries 



German voters are:

● Less likely to oppose a bailout when they are altruistic
● Less likely to oppose a bailout when they are “cosmopolitan”

Oppose bailout Oppose bailout Oppose bailout



It’s even more complicated! 

● Public support for international rescue packages in creditor 
countries is based on how you sell it: 

○ People are more opposed when commitments are higher 

○ People are more opposed when there is less burden sharing 

■ Particularly with other governments 

■ Less with private banks 

Oppose bailout


